As educators make the switch to high quality curriculum, now they can have assessments that match.

CenterPoint’s interim assessments are aligned to Illustrative Mathematics® 3-5, 6-8 Math, 6-8 accelerated Math, and 9-12 Math, which received the highest ratings by EdReports. The interim assessments have been thoroughly reviewed by the IM authors and are the only assessments that have been recognized as certified by IM as aligned to their curriculum.

CenterPoint’s interim assessments certified by IM match the scope and sequence teachers follow and reflect the kinds of deep work students do. Now teachers can have meaningful data that tie specifically to the curriculum and can directly inform instructional decisions.

Let’s put learning back at the forefront. CenterPoint’s interim assessments aligned with the Illustrative Mathematics curriculum do just that.
TECHNOLOGY ENHANCED ITEMS PROVIDE STUDENTS WITH AN OPPORTUNITY TO DEMONSTRATE THEIR MATHEMATICS CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDING AND PROCEDURAL SKILLS.

To learn more about CenterPoint's interim assessments aligned to the IM curriculum, contact CenterPoint at info@cpeducation.org.